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About Public Health England
Public Health England exists to protect and improve the nation’s health and
wellbeing, and reduce health inequalities. We do this through world-leading science,
knowledge and intelligence, advocacy, partnerships and the delivery of specialist
public health services. We are an executive agency of the Department of Health and
Social Care, and a distinct delivery organisation with operational autonomy. We
provide government, local government, the NHS, Parliament, industry and the public
with evidence-based professional, scientific and delivery expertise and support.
For more details please go to http://www.gov.uk/phe
About the Emergency Response Department
Public Health England’s Emergency Response Department works with national and
international partners to ensure that healthcare professionals are able to respond to
emergencies, including the deliberate or accidental release of chemical, biological,
radiological or nuclear substances. Emergency preparedness specialists throughout
PHE play an important role in training and exercising the healthcare community.
On behalf of the Department of Health and Social Care, training courses and
exercises are delivered every year throughout England to develop resilience across
healthcare organisations. In addition, the Emergency Response Department works
with the European Commission, the European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control, the World Health Organisation and other major international public health
partners.
For queries relating to this document, please contact:
This document is available in other formats on request. Please email

Public Health England Emergency Response Department’s Training and Exercises
Team has achieved the ‘gold standard benchmark’ for training and exercises delivery
providers by the Skills for Health and the National Skills Academy provider.
For more details please go to
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The report on Exercise Broad Street:
HCID exercise
Exercise Broad Street was delivered on 29 January 2018 and was part of the Public
Health England funded programme directed by the Emergency Preparedness,
Resilience and Response Partnership Group, which is chaired by the Department of
Health and Social Care. The exercise was sponsored by the High Consequence and
Infectious Disease (HCID) programme board to consider the future definitive HCID
service in England.
The overarching objective of the HCID programme is to develop an agreed approach
to managing the end to end patient pathway for known and unknown HCID (including
suspected and confirmed cases) to ensure a sustainable response is in place.
This report was prepared by Public Health England’s Emergency Response
Department and was agreed with the exercise sponsor; the HCID programme board.
The consideration/actions identified in the report are not necessarily PHE’s corporate
position; they are evidenced on the information gathered during the exercise and
interpreted in the context of the Emergency Response Department’s experience and
judgement. It is suggested that the consideration/actions identified are reviewed by
the appropriate organisations to assess if any further action is appropriate.

Head of Emergency Response Department
Director Emergency Preparedness Resilience and Response
Health Protection and Medical Directorate
Public Health England
9 April 2018
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Executive summary
On 29 January 2018, a discussion-based exercise was conducted at PHE Colindale
in London, to consider the future, definitive High Consequence Infectious Disease
(HCID) service in England and the challenges that a HCID incident could present
professional partners with the proposed 2020 HCID service in England.
Participants in the exercise came from Public Health England and NHS England.
Additionally, an observer from the Department of Health and Social Care attended.
Delegate feedback indicated that the exercise was considered to be a valuable
opportunity for participants to explore future HCID issues with a range of specialist
health partners.
There were 17 considerations/actions identified from the exercise. The exercise
identified challenges on raising awareness of HCID protocols; how to transition from
the current HCID service to the proposed 2020 service; samples transport via
couriers and effective HCID communication particularly the use of the new HCID
digital tool which is under development. The report gives prominence to significant
areas for consideration that the participants highlighted during their discussions.
The main considerations/actions for commencement of the 2020 service were:
•
•
•
•

•

Consider the timescale and approach for introducing the new Business As
Usual management of suspect HCID cases
Consider options to reduce turnaround times in particular for viable transport
options
Review the UN category-based requirements for transporting samples from
suspected and confirmed cases of known HCIDs
Develop the future HCID diagnostic service considering options for sample
testing locations
Develop, trial and launch the HCID digital tool in advance of the 2020 service
to establish the tool with professional partners

A full list of considerations/actions is included at Appendix A.
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1.

Introduction

This report describes the design, delivery and outcomes of the HCID exercise that
was held on 29 January 2018. The exercise was commissioned by the HCID
programme board to aid preparations for the future HCID service in England in 2020.
Public Health England (PHE) and NHS England have developed protocols and plans
as part of the joint High Consequence Infectious Diseases (HCID) programme to
describe clinical and public health operations for the definitive HCID service for
England.
The Ebola outbreak in West Africa in 2014 to 2015 challenged the ability of the NHS
in England to provide appropriate, scalable care for high consequence infectious
diseases. The learning from Ebola needs to be consolidated and incorporated into a
long-term resilience plan to enable the NHS in England to deliver care safely and
effectively for a wider range of known 1 and unknown HCIDs. HCID can be
characterised by:
•

•
•
•
•

Acute infectious illness with ability for the infection to spread in the
community and within healthcare settings including staff if not properly
protected
A high case-fatality rate
Difficulty in rapid recognition and detection
Often a lack of effective treatments
A requirement for coordination at a national level to ensure an effective
and consistent response.

The exercise provided participants with an opportunity to consider the agreed
approach to managing the end to end patient pathway for known HCID (including
suspected and confirmed) cases to ensure an appropriate response is in place.
Further the exercise considered whether the proposed HCID pathways and
algorithms were efficient and actionable by identifying gaps or limitations.
This is the rationale on which Exercise Broad Street was conceived and designed.

2.

Aim and objectives

2.1 Aim
The aim of Exercise Broad Street was to use scenario-based testing to evaluate
pathways and algorithms for the future, definitive HCID service in England.
The following infections are categorised as HCID: Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers, including Crimean Congo
Haemorrhagic Fever, Ebola Virus Disease, Lassa Fever and Marburg Virus Disease; Highly pathogenic influenza,
including H7N9 and H5N1; Middle East Respiratory Syndrome; Nipah virus infection; Monkey Pox and
Pneumonic plague.
1
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2.2 Objectives
The objectives for the exercise were:
1. To ensure that individual pathways and algorithms facilitate an integrated
response to HCID incidents and that these are reflected in the joint
overarching algorithm
2. To assess the use and completeness of the HCID alerting algorithm
3. To assess the functionality of the four NHS England clinical pathways
4. To confirm the alignment and integration of PHE HCID Incident Management
Algorithm with PHE’s
5. To identify gaps or areas of uncertainty, including roles and responsibilities,
and propose corrective actions

3.

Scenario

The exercise used two different HCID incidents; scenario one, used for the morning
discussion was a contact HCID scenario with a single Lassa fever case. The second
for the afternoon discussion, was an airborne HCID scenario using H7N9 influenza.

4.

Exercise format

4.1 Exercise style
Exercise Broad Street was a one-day discussion based exercise which was delivered
by PHE’s Emergency Response Department Exercises Team at
. The exercise consisted of two discussion sessions; each was followed by a
summary session. The exercise materials included introductory injects and 12
relevant HCID pathways and algorithms documents.
The exercise provided an opportunity for participants to consider gaps and areas for
development in the approach from the available documentation and consider
solutions.

4.2 Outline of the day
The exercise opened with a short HCID overview and background; after a detailed
exercise briefing, the day was divided into two discussion sessions. These two
sessions were followed by a final summary session, where all participants were
invited to highlight a key point from the exercise.
The scenario enabled participants to consider their understanding of what the future
HCID arrangements would be according to the 12 HCID pathways and algorithms.
The exercise was conducted as a single discussion group throughout the course of
© Crown Copyright 2018
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the exercise. A lead facilitator guided the group’s discussion through a series of
prompts for each of the discussion sessions. The discussion periods were all
recorded and verbatim notes produced to support the report writing and further
activity.
The outline programme of the day is included at Appendix B.

4.3 Participants
Participants in the exercise came from PHE and NHS England. Additionally, an
observer from the Department of Health and Social Care also attended.
A full list of participants and organisations is shown at Appendix C.

4.4 Exercise planning
A planning team for this exercise was established and led by PHE’s Emergency
Response Department. The planning team is listed in the acknowledgements on
page 26.

5.

Exercise evaluation and outcomes

An important tool for improving preparedness and planning is the evaluation of
events and exercises, not only in identifying areas for improvement, but also
identifying areas that are working well.
The evaluation of the exercise was based on the aim and objectives and utilised a
verbatim record of the day, material from the summary sessions, notes taken
throughout the exercise, participant feedback, responses to the facilitator prompts
and debrief notes.
Feedback from participants confirmed they considered the exercise a valuable
experience and of benefit. From the 26 participants who attended the exercise, 18
completed and returned participant evaluation forms (72% return). From these, 100%
of responses strongly agreed or agreed that the aim of the exercise was achieved;
and 100% of responses strongly agreed or agreed that the exercise generated
valuable discussions and highlighted important areas for development.
Full analysis of participant feedback on the exercise is included at Appendix D. A
glossary and list of acronyms is included at Appendix E.
It is important to contextualise the report; the focus of the exercise was the future
HCID service delivery in 2020 and not current arrangements.
Participants
acknowledged that there was still a body of work to finish including the
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implementation phase using specialised commissioning to be completed before
2020.
The scenario for Exercise Broad Street was designed to enable delegates to consider
the future HCID service in England and exercise participants had a range of HCID
pathways and algorithms available to them. However, the report does not critique the
documents directly as the exercise was targeted at higher level considerations
focussed on strategy and assessing the viability of the approach to identify gaps and
suggest improvements.
The exercise highlighted issues and developmental areas where further work is
needed to progress the proposed future HCID service in England. The key points
are outlined in the sections below.

5.1 Considerations/actions identified
This section is structured to report against the scope of the HCID programme as
detailed in the programme initiation document (July 2017). The programme’s
overarching objective is ‘to develop an agreed approach to manage the end to end
patient pathway for known and unknown HCID cases’ 2. The programme scope
extends from first contact to end treatment disposition. This section is informed by
the available HCID patient pathways and algorithms and organised under the
following headings:
•
•
•
•
•

First contact
Notification and escalation
Diagnostics and identification
Treatment pathways
Communication

5.1.1 First contact
The importance of ensuring appropriate first contact with a potential HCID patient
cannot be understated. The exercise delegates noted that HCID incidents are rare,
but considered how it was possible to recognise HCID cases and maintain clinical
awareness, when cases only present sporadically. Potential cases can present via
four main pathways and specific HCID documents for each of these were available to
the delegates.
The pathways were:
• Telephone presentation (111/999)
• Primary care (GP)

2

Programme initiation document – July 2017
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It was mentioned that there was a risk to the programme from 31 March 2018 as
programme staff leave the project. The governance via the EPRR Partnership Group
(owners of HCID programme) to engage and maintain an interest and momentum
with specialised commissioning supported with clinical advice was considered vital to
keep the programme moving forward.
There was discussion of record keeping of staff who had been in contact with the
HCID patient (similar to CBRN procedures and noting staff who had been in Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE)). Delegates were unclear if this was included as part of
the processes identified in the future service but was accepted as a key point to
clarify.
There was also discussion about the use of unlicensed products to treat HCID
patients in particular for new and emerging HCID diseases. These items were not
clarified and are included for completeness as these areas require further
consideration
It was accepted that HCID surge planning still required further attention especially
airborne HCID response. Possible options suggested were to disperse cases to aid
local NHS pressure or to focus patients all in one place. No resolution was identified
and is still to be done. Paediatric HCID service also required further attention.
There were some elements identified for next steps, these included the development
of HCID Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and a HCID Concept of Operations
(CONOPS). It was also noted that the command and control pathways required
further assessment and that a table-top exercise (TTX) with direct use of the HCID
algorithms and pathways would be beneficial.

6.

Conclusions

Exercise Broad Street was well received by the participants who fully engaged with
the exercise content and intent from the start and continued through to the end of the
exercise.
The exercise identified 17 considerations/actions, these included ensuring
awareness of HCID protocols and relevant pathways and algorithms for NHS staff;
considering how to transition the current service to the proposed BAU 2020 service
including pre-noting and notifying appropriate professional partners and how the UK
leaving the EU may impact the wider notification process. One key consideration
was the use of couriers to transport samples. There were a range of issues from
access to transport times to considering the use of appropriate charities to decrease
total turnaround time. HCID communication was addressed with discussion of the
new HCID digital tool under development. There were a series of additional topics
explored but no resolution was offered and delegates accepted that there were still
areas of work to be done before the 2020 service comes into service.
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Feedback suggested that the participants considered that the exercise was useful in
providing an opportunity to spend a day with NHS and PHE colleagues discussing
the challenges that HCID response would present to the proposed future service and
there was still significant areas of development to be undertaken. The exercise
highlighted the challenges presented by a HCID patient would be significant and
require detailed future planning to ensure an effective HCID response.
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Appendix A – Summary of considerations/actions
identified
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Description of consideration/action
For commencement of the 2020 service, consider embedding subset HCID
screening questions within current standard clinical algorithms for 111/999,
primary care, ED and inpatient settings
For commencement of the 2020 service, consider employing a ‘mystery
shopper’ concept to keep HCID awareness in emergency departments to an
acceptable level
For commencement of the 2020 service, promote awareness of HCID protocols
and algorithms to the NHS
For commencement of the 2020 service, consider a standard HCID pre-note
criteria for priming appropriate professional partners
For commencement of the 2020 service, consider the timescale and approach
for introducing the new BAU management of suspect HCID cases
For commencement of the 2020 service, develop a definitive list of appropriate
organisations/roles for alerting to ensure that timely targeted notifications are
issued and include protocols for escalation
For commencement of the 2020 service, review the wider HCID alerting
mechanism including those currently used as part of the European Union
arrangements
For commencement of the 2020 service, consider options to reduce turnaround
times in particular sample transport options
For commencement of the 2020 service, ensure that sample courier
requirements and mechanisms have been reviewed and agreed
For commencement of the 2020 service, review the UN category-based
requirements for transporting samples from suspected and confirmed cases of
known HCIDs
For commencement of the 2020 service, develop the future HCID diagnostic
service considering options for sample testing locations
For commencement of the 2020 service, consider the process to transition from
current HCID training and processes to the future service
For commencement of the 2020 service, develop a core standard for the
transfer of a HCID patient
For commencement of the 2020 service, revise the relevant communication
algorithms and protocols for HCID threats
For commencement of the 2020 service, develop a communication
implementation plan to transform current arrangements to the definitive 2020
service
For commencement of the 2020 service, develop, trial and launch the HCID
digital tool in advance of the 2020 service to establish the tool with professional
partners
For commencement of the 2020 service, consider how to support the local
operationalisation of the HCID response from the HCID algorithms and
pathways
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Appendix E - Glossary
BAU

Business As Usual

CMO

Chief Medical Officer

CONOPS

Concept of Operations

DHSC

Department of Health and Social Care

ED

Emergency Department

EPRR

Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response

ERD

Emergency Response Department

EU

European Union

EWRS

Early Warning and Response System

GP

General Practitioner

HCID

High Consequence Infectious Disease

HDG

Health Delivery Group

IHR

International Health Regulations

NABB

National Association of Blood Bikes

NHS

National Health Service

OGD

Other Government Department

PHE

Public Health England

POI

Person of Interest

PTSD

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

SCG

Strategic Coordinating Group

SME

Subject Matter Expert

SOPs

Standard Operating Procedures

TOR

Terms of Reference

TTX

Table-Top exercise

VHF

Viral Haemorrhagic Fever
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